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Chapter 2906  

“I’m on it.” Jude immediately leaped up when he heard the panic in Luna’s voice and 
strode toward the restaurant counter  

“Please sit, Mrs. Lynch.” Vanessa quickly gestured at the chair “Don’t worry, your friend 
is probably fine.”  

Luna glanced at Vanessa and was just about to reject her offer when she caught sight 
of the smile on Vanessa’s face. After a moment’s hesitation, she decided to sit.  

Since Jude had gone to check on the surveillance tapes, the only thing she could do 
was wait  

for him.  

After sitting down, Luna took out her phone and called Joshua. “Jude has gone to check 
the surveillance tapes. Can you help me hack into the system and look at the roadside 
surveillance cameras to see where Anne has gone? There’s no way Anne would leave 
without warning something must’ve happened.”  

Joshua furrowed his brow, took out his laptop, and started typing his code. “Why did you 
choose to call me and not Nigel instead?”  

Luna had always sought out Nigel’s help when it came to cracking codes and hacking 
into surveillance systems, this was the first time she had ever come to him instead.  

“That’s because. “Luna sniffed. “I’m worried this might be more complicated than we 
think. I think someone would’ve altered the surveillance tapes, and you’re much better 
at hacking than Nigel is.”  

If Anne was truly kidnapped, whoever did this must have thought of the surveillance 
tapes and would probably have done something to them already. Besides, Nigel had 
once confided in her that Joshua was actually far more skilled at hacking than he was, 
which was why she had chosen to ask Joshua for help at a time like this.  

“It’s a surprise that you trust me so much.” Joshua curled his lips into a smile. “If I don’t 
manage to help you find Anne today, all my years of learning hacking for your sake 
would’ve gone to waste.  

Luna blushed at this. “Well, try your best then.”  

“Five minutes,” Joshua said curtly, then hung up the phone.  



Luna sighed when she heard the dial tone. She had heard Joshua’s dial tone many 
times, but for some reason, this was the first time she ever felt reassured hearing it.  

She put down her phone, let out a sigh, and closed her eyes, praying silently for Anne to 
be  

safe  

“What’s your friend’s name, Mrs. Lynch?” a woman’s soft voice rang out next to her  

Luna suddenly realized that Vanessa was still sitting next to her. She opened her eyes 
and turned to stare at Vanessa.  

“I don’t mean any harm.” Vanessa curled her lips into a smile when she saw Luna’s 
quizzical gaze. “I saw how panicked you were, and since I have some connections in 
Banyan City too, why don’t you give me her name and I’ll help you look for your friend 
too? It wouldn’t hurt to  

have another pair of helping hands, would it?”  

Luna immediately froze when she heard this. She never met Vanessa before and only 
ever heard of her from Jude’s description.  

He claimed that she was a deceitful and despicable woman but she could not sense any 
of that from the smiling woman sitting in front of her  

After hesitating for a moment, Luna sighed and gave her Anne’s full name.  

“Alright, Anne Zimmer.” Vanessa smiled as she typed Anne’s name into her phone. 
“Don’t worry, I’ve already sent my men in search of her With three people on board, I’m 
sure we’ll be able to find something  

Luna nodded.  

Despite this, however, she still could not help feeling worried about Anne’s 
disappearance.  

Five minutes later, Joshua’s call came at the exact moment Jude returned to their seats. 
“I found something!”  
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